
Spectronaut™ Tutorial Series

Annotate samples during the DIA analysis setup, in order to 

perform statistical testing in Post Analysis

Conditions setup within the DIA analysis wizard



Intro on Conditions setup in Spectronaut 

Scope of the Condition Setup

• The Experimental Condition Setup (specifying conditions, replicates) is useful for obtaining condition-wise 

metrics as well as for Statistical testing within the post-analysis processing steps. 

1. Condition-wise metrics

These metrics summaries the data per condition and can be accessed in the Post-Analysis 

perspective.  They include: Coefficients of variation and Binned Identifications. 

2. Statistical testing in Spectronaut 

The statistical testing for differential abundance is performed by paired Student's t-test. Please have 

in mind that the paired Student's t-test consist of matched pairs of experimental samples, or one 

group of samples that has been tested twice (such as before and after treatment). 

You will need:

• Meta-data on the experimental design 

• Sample run files (DIA)

• Optionally: Conditions setup table file (Excel table)



Overview of the Conditions Setup panel during DIA Analysis set-up

Default un-annotated conditions setup panel

Reference 

used only for plots

In the Post Analysis: 

Conditions panel  

Condition 

Identifier name Quantity Correction

A priori sample 

Quantity ratio 

Replicate

ID number

File name

unmodifiable
Label

For display purposes 

in plots 

(a short-hand label 

per condition)

Order number 

Can be modified

Condition 

ID name

Fraction

Unique identifier

In case of off-line 

sample fractionation 

Color

Used for 

plots 



Three ways to perform condition setup

2. Condition setup by using a Condition setup table

Create a Condition setup table file that annotates all the samples 

in the experiment

1. Automated condition setup 

Generate a conditional formatting rule to automatically set up the 

conditions of the experiment

3.  Manual Condition setup

Specify the experimental conditions manually in the DIA analysis 

wizard 



1. Automated condition setup 

Generate a conditional formatting rule to automatically set up the 

conditions of the experiment directly from the file name



Automated condition setup: Specify a File name parsing schema

Click on the Parsing Rule

to edit

1

2

3



A parsing rule is a set of instructions that inform Spectronaut what type of 
information you want to extract from the file name and how it is encoded. 

List of default parsing tokens  

that you can add 

to the parsing rule for the 

File name

Automated condition setup: Specify a Filename Parsing Rule



Current Parsing Rule

Created by selecting 

Parsing tokens 

to be used in the 

File name

Current Parsing Preview 

Of a file name 

Based on the specified 

Parsing rule

Automated condition setup: Use a Filename Parsing Rule



Creating a new parsing token

Type in the name of the new token 

and select “Add Parsing Token”.

The new token will show up in the 

above list of parsing tokens.

Automated condition setup: Adding a Parsing Token



2. Using a Condition setup file

Generate a conditional formatting rule to automatically set up the 

conditions of the experiment



Using a Condition setup file

2. Open the 

exported file

3. Edit the corresponding 

columns and save 

1. Export 

Condition Setup…



Using a Condition setup file

4. Import

Condition Setup…

Result: 

Annotated

Conditions setup

panel



3. Manual Condition setup

Manually specify the conditions and replicates 

within your experiential setup.



The Conditions Setup panel during DIA Analysis set-up

Start manually annotating the table by clicking on a specific field



Manually specify the conditions and replicates

Default

unannotated

After manual

Setup

Fully annotated

NB! Please have in mind that the paired Student's t-test has matched pairs of samples (for example: Condition1_replicate2 

will be matched with Condition5_replicate2).
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Additional information 

For more information on DIA data analysis, please have a look at out 
additional resources 

Our Knowledge Base articles on DIA analysis: 
https://help.biognosys.com/help/search?keyword=DIA+analysis

Our youtube channel with webinars and tutorials: 
https://www.youtube.com/user/BiognosysAG

The Spectronaut User Manual 
https://biognosys.com/media.ashx/spectronautmanual.pdf
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Final Remarks

This tutorial covers the use of experimental conditions setup as a 

brief guide. 

If you have further questions or suggestions, please do not hesitate to 

contact us at support@biognosys.com. 

Your feedback is very valuable for us.

Your Biognosys Team

mailto:support@biognosys.com

